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What course did you take? 

English. 

I chose my course because English and Drama were the two subjects that I 
most enjoyed and was good at. At the time I didn't really have many career 
plans other than to work in the media so chose subjects that I was most likely 
to do well in. 

 

What attracted you to study at the University of Chester? 

Chester was one of the few Universities at the time that actually combined the 
two into a degree and after visiting the city and the College (as it was at the 
time), I loved the fact that it was smaller and a lot more friendly/personal than 
some of the others that I visited. 

 

Apart from academic knowledge, what other transferable 
skills did you gain? 

In terms of what my degree gave me it was invaluable. Through the English 
Department I had the opportunity to practice many different and diverse forms 
of writing. This included poetry and advertising techniques to prose and 
newspaper styles. All of which have helped me immensely since - including 
helping me get this job. The Drama and Theatre Studies side has helped me 
become more confident in myself and improve my social skills with others. 

 



Did you do work based learning or volunteering?  If so how 
did this contribute to your plans? 

I didn't actually do work-based learning. I did a creative writing course instead 
but it was great in widening my writing skills. 

I had decided I wanted to get some experience in the area of a researcher 
and through the exchange I began to work voluntarily for a local disability 
charity called PHAB. I began to complete research projects on behalf of them 
simply to improve my CV and leave university not just with a degree but some 
experience as well. I am still the organisation's Research Officer today. 

 

Did you use Careers & Employability?  If so, how did this 
help you? 

I used the Careers Service an awful lot and more so towards the end of the 
second year and throughout my final year. I had regular meetings with staff 
who helped me research areas, improve my CV and provided me with 
contacts, websites to check out, general info etc. They also put me in contact 
with the Chester Knowledge Exchange (run by the University). 

 

What are you doing now? 

I now work in the press office at Cheshire County Council. My day consists of 
writing press releases which are distributed to all the local, regional and 
national media ranging from radio stations and newspapers to television 
broadcasters. I also respond to queries from the media and work closely with 
them in order to promote the Council. At times I also contribute to other 
articles published, which can be diverse. 

In terms of the future, I hope to eventually move in to broadcasting, working 
specifically on news/current affairs programmes. I have an interest in politics 
and hope to maybe follow this up. 

 


